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Ben Livson 23 August 2020 on NBN already obsolete - Update 31 December 2020
Our competing Mobile Network Operators MNOs delivering 5G fixed wireless at no cost to our
tax payers is the sensible sound move as opposed to racking up even more debt on NBN Co
trying to upgrade its FTTN and fixed wireless footprint.
Let the free market compete for increased performance at lower cost to consumer. It is now time
to stop meddling in NBN Co technology choices and let the free market decide on the outcomes.
Thankfully, we have competitive MNOs and now even a ferally competitive TPG-Voda.
Leave NBN Co alone to manage its business and focus any further taxpayer support to provide
mobile coverage and high speed low latency broadband to the two thirds of Australia's land
mass without any such. We owe our support to regional, rural and remote Australia to allow our
country to reach its huge
potential bal.com.au/AAA.htm #5g #network #broadband #australia
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Ben Livson Author

Yes, there was a bad market failure in 2008. Telstra’s CEO Sol Trujillo was willing to build the FTTN for
free to taxpayers and agreed FTTN pricing for regulatory certainty with the then communications minister
Helen Coonan but was torpedoed by ACCC vindictive after 120+ court battles with Telstra under Trujillo.
We could have had FTTN ten years earlier at no cost to taxpayer. Enforcing FTTP to all new build would
have increased penetration of fibre to premise by 2% pa so by now we would have had what NBN is
offering free to tax payers as opposed to $51b spend that could have been used to draught proof Australia
and build world’s best hospitals and schools.
…see more
Like Ben Livson’s comment
Chris Bergin1st degree connection 1st Director

- Telecommunication Technical Specialist.

Ben Livson - agree with you on this would have been built 10 years ago and we would be on the 3rd
generation of equipment with minimum speeds of 500mbps to every user.
Unlike Chris Bergin’s comment1 Like1 Like on Chris Bergin’s comment
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More like political failure.
More like political failure.
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~250-350GB per month per premise are carried through Australia’s fixed line networks. Growing
at CAGR 20%. Even at 50% of this traffic being replaced by 4/5G - the MNOs would not be able
to handle the capacity required. If they wanted to or forced to - I am not sure the community
wants to see the 3-5x more towers and poles on street corners or atop their buildings.
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Yes, Andrew as we know a fixed line is always better. Bens correct that the MNOs are providing a
premium service to us at no extra cost unlike NBN that is costing us every step it takes, and we
are still ranked 63rd for internet speeds. Totally agree that not everyone can jump on 5g or 4g
would cripple the networks in their current form. I did hear rumours about a certain provider that
has plans to deploy 5000 micro cells around Melbourne alone. There is several them being
developed now by various carriers now. They are discreet typically just a small box on a power
pole with an antenna. Average jo would not even notice it
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ACMA's impending auction of millimeter waves so eagerly awaited by our MNOs will be yet
another game changer and will be able to handle the capacity required.
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Recent stats on our two leading 5g providers show that they can out preform even FTTP. In some
cases, 5g is providing data rates more than 900mbps. I think with the recent advances in 4g that
NBN will struggle in rural areas as 4g can now be Transmitted over 200km from the nearest
tower.
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Noted Chris!!
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In addition to its flawed decision to abandon fixed line fibre the Abbott Government failed to understand
the need for nbn™ Australia to have access to sufficient hashtag#5G spectrum to upgrade its fixed
wireless network and to use to fill in areas where a fixed line connection proved to be too difficult or too
expensive.
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Laurie Patton NBN was gifted 3.5GHz spectrum that was never used. The carriers are calling for NBN to
release their unused 5G spectrum.
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Ben Livson Of course they are! But NBN Co is constrained in what it can do by its flawed instructions
from the government. Hopefully, the current parliamentary inquiry, which is looking into 5G as well as
other issues, will make some sensible recommendations. And hopefully Paul Fletcher will take more notice
of them than his predecessors.
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Laurie Patton Let us hope so but we should all show NBN Co respect and let them successfully run their
business instead of all the well-intentioned telling NBN what to do. No other carrier would put up being
told by ‘all and sundry’ what to do and how to run their business. The regulatory oversight by ACCC
should be enough. NBN does not need all the ‘cooks’ telling them what do.
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A very sad story
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Nah, you will ‘cherry pick’ the most profitable areas and that would leave a huge “digital divide” were it
not for the universal access principle underpinning the NBN. Just as 100 years ago private companies
could have delivered a telephone to selected areas for less than the per premises cost for the nationwide
PMG rollout. But millions of Australians would have waited a very long time to have the phone connected.
…see more
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Ben Livson Hi Ben. The competition relating to different technologies is just what we can expect in a
competitive marketplace, and within an industry that is rapidly changing due to technological evolution.
However, the key issue that I raised before, is the importance of ensuring equitable and affordable highquality telecommunications services and related infrastructure to all Australians not just those willing and
able to pay for them. ICT systems and services are no longer a luxury, they are an essential part of how we
live and work. If the end result of a 5G roll out is for a few to get excellent services, but at a premium
price, while the poor and those in regional areas get third-world outcomes, then the result is a dismal
failure.
Ben Livson Author

Agreed. Expect 5G to roll out to more than 99% of our population competitively priced. Australian
Government support will be required for regional, rural, and remote Australia coverage. The current
Telstra Universal Service Obligation TUSO contract should be renegotiated as a win-win to all parties to
support equitable affordable 5G access.
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Ben Livson that is not how it works... you still have to install 5G infrastructure to make it work in those
coverage areas...
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Dan Navfield Spot ON but made less costly and easier by spectrum sharing between 4G and 5G on
existing upgraded infrastructure.
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Ben Livson How long did it take to see 4G coverage reach anywhere near that level?
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Even Telstra doesn't think that 5G will replace the NBN.
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Laurie Patton Five years. Telstra's milestone for this FY is 75% population coverage for 5G. Note the 2024
closure of Telstra 3G. I would expect Telstra wanting to sweat their 4G assets another five years
thereafter in a mixed 4G/5G environment sharing the spectrum to be eventually re-farmed into 5G.
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Ben Livson I’ll take your argument seriously when you can assure me you will make your service
available to everyone.
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Laurie Patton - see figures on population coverage Telstra mobile network covers 99.4% Optus mobile
network covers 98.5% Vodafone mobile network covers 96% These are mobile network figures only NBN
total network covers 90% this figure is all technologies that nbn uses NBNs figures are subjective and
questionable as they use the term houses passed not connected. I’d say that the largest majority of the
Australian population has access to mobile networks with the "point 6%" of the population either being
in areas that are so remote other technologies are in use. Or the terrain is not conducive to mobile signal
propagation in which case a fixed line is the obvious choice until micro cells and mm wavelengths are
deployed.
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Chris Bergin “covers” is a very relative term.
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Tim Mazzarol Correct. Expect 5G to encroach into FTTN and fixed wireless first. The rest depends on
consumer price sensitivity, removal of data caps under mobile plans and the full deployment of 5G. Note
that there has been significant NBN Co substitution already under 4G.
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Totally agree Ben Livson Technology is advancing and customers will decide what is relevant and
how the service is valued. Throttling most of us under the guise of a USO is no longer
appropriate if we are to continue to maintain relevance in our region.
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Yawn. We also got told that 4G made the NBN obsolete. And let's not pretend that we are ever going to
have competition for mobiles outside metropolitan areas...and the 5G speeds depend on lots of small base
stations using the above 2GHz frequencies - also not happening everywhere.
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Yes yawn. Do you think it is sensible to rack up further debt to invest $7b++ (probably $20b++ in the end)
to upgrade the failing NBN Co fixed wireless and FTTN forming 50%+ of NBN’s footprint when we have
5G that requires no taxpayer funding? The game changer Qualcomm and Its 5G partners mmWave trials in
regional Victoria demonstrate data calls up to 4km from the Ericsson base station, thus requiring only a
fraction of the small cells previously thought;
https://www.notebookcheck.net/Qualcomm-and-its-5G-broadband-partners-claim-to-havecompleted-the-world-s-longest-range-mmWave-data-call.490921.0.html

ualcomm and its 5G broadband partners claim to have completed the world's longest-range
mmWave data call
notebookcheck.net
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Actually, micro cells are currently being deployed by all MNOs with 1 planning to roll out 10s of
thousands of them across Melbourne and Sydney cbd areas. 4g has also had some big advances
which will benefit rural areas with 4g now having the capability to be transmitted up to 200km
from the tower.
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Chris Bergin totally agree. There is a valid concern about proliferation of small cells e.g. our
MNOs already have run into huge community backlash rushing through a few hundred small
cells. The concept of every streetlamp / electricity pole carrying a shoe box size small cell won’t
fly knowing today’s environmental opposition. Also, that would be pointless in regional and rural
Australia where often there are no such. Qualcomm’s success in regional Victoria mmWave trials
is to extend the range from as little as 100 meters into kilometres, thus reducing the cost of
deployment by potentially an order magnitude in sparsely populated areas as well as reducing
community concerns.
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Emotions aside NBN Co is contracted as a tenant of Telstra Infra Co for 35 years with two
additional 10 year options to extend its tenancy for up to 55 years at $1b pa.
A better more competitive and all-inclusive option would be a listed merged National
Infrastructure Co fully separated from Telstra.
The shareholding will be as negotiated prorate the Australian Government and Telstra
shareholders, and yes in 'round two' other national telecommunications carriers including Telstra,
national superannuation funds and other domestic investors buying off Government's share. The
maximum allowed shareholding for any party including Telstra will be legislated.
Telstra shareholders would benefit if the Government were to allow the transfer of the foreign
ownership restrictions under the Telecommunications Act into the National Infrastructure Co. This
and winding up the vehemently objected TUSO are the two aces for the Australian Government
to negotiate a win-win for the NBN Co and Infrastructure Co merger into the new listed National
Infrastructure Co.
Yes, this could be an opportunity and a win-win for all if handled correctly. Time will tell.

Don’t sell NBN to Telstra

macrobusiness.com.au • 3 min read
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I am curious as to how ServeCo could be a viable independent listed entity competing against
Optus and TPG with services tightly integrated with the infrastructure they own? The complexity
of Telstra's systems even after T22 would make separation into three independent listed
companies a Herculean effort if that is the intended end game.
According to Telstra "ServeCo will own the active parts of our network, things like software
defined networking, that allows us to operate our network in a very dynamic way ... It's important
to understand that we are being very careful to retain key elements of our network in ServeCo."
No question that many Telstra's assets are massively undervalued and any such separation either
via outright sale, possible merger with NBN and/or via separate listings could be phenomenally
successful if doable both from the technical and regulatory perspective.
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Already trialling Terahertz satellite spectrum for 100 x 5G performance giving terrestrial carriers
run for their money before end of this decade. We are living a technology advance never seen
before only limited by our imagination.
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5G forecast to add up to $2000 in gross domestic product per person: “The sooner 5G is
deployed, the sooner Australia can secure these benefits” - Kudos to the Minister for the
pragmatic approach.

iTWire - Fletcher says 2021 will be year of 5G in Australia
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But with the overwhelming difference that retail service providers were profitable during Telstra’s
reign. ACCC made sure every RSP had their free lunch at Telstra’s expense. Now with NBN Co in
the driver’s seat nobody is making any money. Everybody from RSPs to consumers is worse off,
and ACCC is powerless to control its creation NBN Co.

iTWire - NBN Co behaving much as Telstra did during its monopoly days: Budde
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Has Starlink written all over it. About time to bridge regional broadband divide.

Vocus backs LEO satellites to bridge regional broadband divide

itnews.com.au • 3 min read
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I do question comparing NBN Co FTTP to FTTP deployment in the UK: Australia's land area is 32 x
UK but our population is only 40% of UK so UK has eighty times (80 x) the population density of
Australia.
Rolling out FTTP in England, Singapore, HK, Korea and Japan is a no brainer whereas in Australia
one size technology cannot fit all. In fact, the original NBN Co technology mix was FTTP, fixed
wireless and satellite with inclusion of HFC considered early on.
Unfortunately, the $1.2 NBN fixed wireless was grossly under dimensioned.
Similarly, NBN's geostationary Sky Muster satellites turned out to be inferior technology sucking
up $4.7b out of funds desperately needed for rural, regional and remote Australia.
Whilst arguments about the mix of FTTX and how deep fibre penetrates seem to be all the rage,
IMHO the biggest failures of NBN Co are its fixed wireless and satellites.
But our Government's fundamental failure was bypassing carrier competition. Instead of stating
the objectives for speed and access as part of rolling regulatory carrier license conditions, the
government has wasted $50b+ depriving desperately needed funds from education, health,
water proofing Australia and other critical national infrastructure.
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The rollout of mmWave technologies starting in 2021 will change 5G from evolution to
revolution.
Telstra's 5G coverage will reach 75% of population by June 2021. The fastest rollout ever.
Potentially, more than 99% of our population will have a 1 Gbps 5G service by 2025 at no cost to
taxpayer.

iTWire - Telstra and Ericsson 'smash 800MHz mmWave 5G speed record'

itwire.com • 3 min read
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Fair enough: "Fibre lead-ins from street frontages to individual premises will only be built when
customers order higher speed plans."
I'd be surprised if only 20% of home owners of the 2 million eligible would order as a fibre leadin adds to the property value.

NBN Co only expects 400,000 FTTN users to have active fibre services by 2024
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Would be an excellent outcome: The federal government will offer last-mile fibre upgrades to
reportedly around half of NBN Co’s fibre-to-the-node (FTTN) footprint under a $3 billion plan
announced today.
The upgrade plan, which was heavily rumoured through yesterday, will also see a further $400
million put into hybrid-fibre coaxial (HFC) upgrades and $100 million into fibre-to-the-curb
(FTTC) upgrades, both aimed at supporting up to gigabit speeds.
The total of $3.5 billion for all of these upgrades will be funded from private debt markets,
according to the government.

NBN Co to spend $3bn upgrading half of FTTN network to full fibre

itnews.com.au • 4 min read
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Rural, regional, and remote Australia badly needs its own opportunity fund modelled after the
$16b US initiative with Australia's land mass being the size of continental USA:
SpaceX has applied for the Federal Communication Commission's up-to $16 billion Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund (RDOF). This is a plan to bring broadband -- with download speeds of at least
25Mbps -- to six million homes and businesses, which currently have no broadband. As part of its
presentation, Starlink showed internet performance tests with download speeds of between
102Mbps to 103Mbps, upload speeds of 40.5Mbps to not quite 42Mbps, and a latency of 18
milliseconds to 19 milliseconds.

Starlink starts to deliver on its satellite internet promise | ZDNet

zdnet.com • 3 min read
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Sensible viable small-scale investment that will help NBN Co financially. Extension of NBN’s
envelope to business was expected but will involve overbuild.

NBN Co to spend $700m on 240 'business fibre zones' across Australia
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An excellent article by a staunch NBN ally ahead of his planned IPO. The adoption of mmWave
will enable 1Gbps to 5G Fixed Wireless Access Users with uncapped plans to uplift the remaining
bulk of NBN users on FTTN and fixed wireless that struggle to get 50mMbps. The harder issues
will be affordability and equitable access, especially outside the well served metro areas and, of
course, the NBN service providers unable to make a decent profit will end up pushing the bulk of
NBN fixed line users to 5G mobile network operators.

Aussie Broadband chief sees a path for 1Gbps to be available to half the NBN | ZDNet

zdnet.com • 5 min read
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Bevan I totally agree. Watch this space. Truly transformational also for remote Australia and all
our underserved communities.

Slattery sees Starlink powering a generational shift in internet access

itnews.com.au • 2 min read
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Australia may be a laggard when it comes to fixed lines but for the sixth year running we have
gained the top spot in the Mobile Connectivity Index put out by the GSM Association, an industry
organisation that represents the interests of mobile network operators worldwide.
https://lnkd.in/g_U9A2v
GSMA Mobile Connectivity Index

mobileconnectivityindex.com • 1 min read

The GSMA Mobile Connectivity Index is a global mobile
connectivity and digital economy guide covering 150
countries and 7 sub-regions

Paul Budde• 1st CEO at Paul Budde Consultancy

https://paulbudde.com/blog/mobile-communications/5g-will-not-be-the-panacea-for-allour-communication-needs/
5G will not be the panacea for all our communication needs - Paul Budde Consultancy
paulbudde.com • 4 min read
…..these factors make 5G an absolute necessity for network operators. Its major attribute,
especially in this early stage, is the extra capacity that it can insert in the mobile networks.
Theoretically, something like an increase of 10,000 times.
Comment by Ben Livson:
Even a 100-fold capacity increase let alone 10,000 times will allow our 5G mobile network
operators to capture the lion’s share of our telecommunications. The fundamental problem with
fixed line is that no carrier can make a decent profit. A wholesale business such as NBN without
profitable retail service providers is doomed to fail. This is not about just technology but 101 of
business.
Stephen Dunne1st degree connection 1st State

Manager WA at TPG Telecom

Agree with you Ben, no one is making a return from reselling NBN under the current commercial
structures and its taken millions of $$$ away from the industry that will reduce overall capex
spend in fixed line services, and will be directed into mobility and substitute profitable services.

Ben Livson Author
In a breakthrough for Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) Qualcomm, Ericsson and Casa Systems 5G
testing in Regional Victoria achieved a successful mmWave data call over a distance
of 3.8km managing to overcome the problem of requiring a high density of base-stations or
"towers" in rural or isolated areas.

Qualcomm and its 5G broadband partners claim to have completed the world's longest-range
mmWave data call

notebookcheck.net • 2 min read

Amazon to invest $14 billion in satellite broadband plan

Great for remote Australia with 65% of its land mass still without high speed low latency mobile
and broadband coverage bal.com.au/AAA.htm but sadly by American multinationals as
opposed to an Australian solution:
Amazon's Plan to deploy 3236 satellites, called "Project Kuiper", approved by the US Federal
Communications Commission will compete with the Starlink network being built out by Elon
Musk's SpaceX.
Amazon to invest $14 billion in satellite broadband plan
Telstra Set to Become Surplus to Requirement If Apple Satellite iPhones Take Off

channelnews.com.au • 6 min read
Breathtaking progress in satellite to mobile handset communications will by 2030 enable mobile
coverage and highspeed low latency broadband anywhere in Australia as the fulfillment of our
vision bal.com.au/AAA.htm for remote Australia to reach its enormous potential. Unfortunately,
the solutions will be by American multinationals as opposed to Australian.
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National Broadband Network connections
reach 11.5 million ‘milestone’
Kudos to NBN Co and our Communications Minister Paul Fletcher enabling nation-wide WFH
under the Covid-19 pandemic:
... In 2013 NBN was a failing project with barely more than 50,000 fixed line premises connected.
Multi Technology Mix enabled a turnaround with the NBN be rolled out four years more quickly
and for $30 billion less. 11.5 million premises are now able to connect, the volume rollout is 99%
complete and almost 70% of NBN customers are on 50Mbps or higher plans ...
We can only imagine the hardship under Covid-19 with a 'third-or half-built' all fibre network. As
the saying goes "the road to hell is paved with good intentions".

iTWire - National Broadband Network connections reach 11.5 million ‘milestone’

itwire.com • 3 min read
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Hassle over LEOs
Here we are looking at all the developments around delay-free global satellite-based broadband
networks that provide affordable internet access, there is still a lot of work to be done. But if the
big innovative entrepreneurs with deep pockets like Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos have set their
sights on this, it could eventually work. But before that happens, there will still have to be a few
technical, financial, regulatory hurdles to be braced. No doubt that in this hurdling, every now
and then someone will make a fatal stumbling.

…
2mo
Excellent article. The ultimate by 2030 are LEOs communicating directly with your mobile handset
with affordable low latency high speed broadband anywhere. The ultimate for remote Australia.
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Jared Brown have you read about AST SatMobile https://ast-science.com? Completely new
architecture and technology. No intent to 'miniaturise' current receivers to fit in a mobile device.
Nobody is talking about "delay-free" satellite broadband but rather about low latency.
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NBN's 50000km copper cable purchases 'a waste of money'
Independent telecommunications analyst Paul Budde told the website using copper for those
connections was “a waste of money and a waste of time”, ...

…see more
NBN’s ‘waste of money and time’

heraldsun.com.au • 6 min read
Ben Livson in response to Paul Budde:
2mo
The half-a-billion dollars claimed is less than 1% of the total NBN cost and was necessary for the
FTTN/FTTC build that saved more than $20b and expedited NBN deployment by 3-to-5 years
allowing NBN to serve millions more homes during the Covid-19 pandemic. Most likely parts of
NBN, especially the less than stellar performing FTTN, will be superseded by ultrafast 5G so any
investment in copper is the least of NBN's problems to set this in perspective.
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CEO at Paul Budde Consultancy
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Thanks for your views on this Ben, much appreciated.

Paul Budde• 1stCEO at Paul Budde Consultancy3mo • 3 months ago
Digital economy essential for regional Australia
Based on the importance of integrated ICT infrastructure – both for economic development, as
well as for a range of social services like telehealth, online education and smart energy – I also
advocated the development of data centres in regional towns. I argued that we should look at
the distributed nature of the old telecoms network, with about 500 interchanges around the
country.
https://lnkd.in/giUcMGW
Ben Livson

3mo
Unfortunately, very few of the old telecoms network interchanges are suitable for the
development of data centres without complete rebuild. Most of the old interchanges have
minimal power budget and do not meet the environmental standards of a data centre without
complete rebuild.
Ben Livson

3mo
Hopefully so. Dismantling the battery banks for 48V DC signalling and moving to modern power
systems will not be easy, especially with the massive old Ericsson ARF exchanges with
pretensioned floors supporting tons of copper. Telstra pre-NBN had 5,300 exchange sites and
30,000 major network elements.
More than 500 sites ended having third party DSLAMs that will have to be dismantled. Telstra is
using many of these sites for mobile towers and some regional hubs as content distribution
centres e.g. caching of video content to be closer to subscribers. A complex and rapidly changing
landscape.

Nano-satellite company Swarm gets US approval for commercial launch

totaltele.com
Swarm Technology is the lowest cost satellite network for global connectivity has regulatory
approval to operate in the USA, UK, New Zealand, Germany, Sweden and even Antarctica and
international waters and anticipate having 30 ground stations installed “by the end of the
summer”. Both Swarm and AST MobileSat use nanosatellites.

FCC seeks to boost rural connectivity with $9bn 5G fund
About time for Australia to boost rural, regional, and remote connectivity. ACMA releasing 600
MHz, funding and support for the rapidly evolving LEO satellite-to-mobile communications will
prevent us falling further behind in telecommunications. The gap between metropolitan and the
rest Australia will become horrific if only metro gets 5G and the rest of Australia left either with
old technology or no coverage at all.

HAPSMobile to run drone broadband trial in Queensland skies

itnews.com.au
SpaceX’s low earth orbit (LEO) satellite project will not threaten network operators: "Starlink will
effectively serve the three or four percent hardest to reach customers for telcos, or people who
simply have no connectivity right now. Or the connectivity is bad. So, I think it will be actually
helpful and take a significant load off the traditional telcos" says Elon Musk.
AST SpaceMobile in symbiosis with carriers uses their spectrum to provide mobile coverage in
remote areas.
These initiatives will be a tremendous win-win for remote Australia to realise the huge potential
of our country and should be considered in the upcoming revision of the TUSO.

Starlink’s satellite internet won’t step on telcos’ toes

totaltele.com

Mobile firms sign up to £1bn rural coverage plan

bbc.com
Maurie Dobbin• 6 months ago
But not in Australia where rural coverage is still a point of competitive differentiation. However I
do believe that there should be a way to switch on national roaming in event of emergencies
ensuring that customers of all networks can communicate by voice and data where mobile
coverage exists.
#vodafone #optus #telstra #nationalroaming #emergencyservices #fireandrescue #policym
aking

Ben Livson
Agreed. Already covers 000. Any extension would in almost all cases fall on Telstra to carry and
could possibly overwhelm Telstra's capacity at least until Telstra completely switches from 3G to
4G in rural Australia. In the same 2024 timeframe we will have global broadband coverage of
remote areas from massive LEO constellations such as Starlink and OneWeb as well as from
satellite directly to standard mobile handset MobileSat networks such as AST.

A new firm says it can link satellites to ordinary smartphones

Abel Avellan• 1stChairman and CEO, AST & Science; Chairman, NanoAvionics; Founder,

Emerging Markets Communications (EMC)6mo • Edited • 6 months ago

Great article from The Economist on AST’s SpaceMobile!

Paul Budde• 1stCEO at Paul Budde Consultancy6mo • 6 months ago
Huawei insists it hasn't given up on 5G
Telecommunications expert Paul Budde estimated the much higher cost of using Nokia or
Ericsson equipment would result in a 20 per cent higher ...
https://lnkd.in/fBThTGc

Ben Livson
I question claims about much higher cost of using Nokia or Ericsson equipment. Telstra as an
Ericsson user receives the best bang for buck in the Australian market. Also, claims about Huawei
technologic 'superiority' are absolute nonsense.
SpaceMobile will link directly to users’ smartphones and expand the reach of operator’s existing
4G networks, with 5G support expected in the future.
Fierce competition in LEO-satellites will revolutionise Australian regional, rural, and remote
telecommunications. Watch this space.
Vodafone backs lift off of space-based network venture

totaltele.com
Ben Livson
About time for 4G to fully replace 3G in regional and rural Australia. Supports Telstra’s plan to
turn off 3G by 2024.
iTWire - Telstra and Ericsson extend 4G range to 200km

itwire.com
Ben Livson commented on this

Loon9,149 followers6mo • Edited • 6 months ago
We are pleased to announce the launch of the HAPS Alliance, a new industry group that brings
together some of the biggest names in technology, telecommunications, and aerospace to
advocate for stratospheric technologies that will enable connectivity everywhere. Co-founded
with our partner HAPSMobile, members of the Alliance include: AeroVironment, Airbus, Bharti
Airtel, China Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Ericsson, Intelsat, Nokia, SoftBank, and
Telefónica. The stratosphere represents an enormous opportunity to bring the benefits of
connectivity to more people around the world. But we will only be successful in harnessing the

potential of the stratosphere if we come together to advocate for and collaborate on the
technologies that will make this possible. This HAPS Alliance is an important step forward in
building an established industry that will help us realize the promise of the stratosphere to
connect people everywhere.

hapsalliance.org
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Hopefully, this All-Star Alliance will bring affordable communications to remote areas.

Ben Livson:
Starlink satellite network will be a unique opportunity for regional, rural and remote Australia
telecommunications not to be missed.
How Elon Musk's 'UFO on a stick' devices may turn SpaceX internet subscribers into the Starlink
satellite network's secret weapon

businessinsider.com

Paul Budde• 1stCEO at Paul Budde Consultancy5d • 5 days ago

'Sound move': Experts back plan to upgrade NBN with fibre
... 30 per cent share of the broadband market, and that cost would really hurt the NBN Co”,
independent telecommunications analyst Paul Budde said.

'Sound move': Experts back plan to upgrade NBN with fibre

thenewdaily.com.au
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Our competing Mobile Network Operators MNOs delivering 5G fixed wireless at no cost to our
taxpayers is the sensible sound move as opposed to racking up even more debt on NBN Co
trying to upgrade its FTTN and fixed wireless footprint. Let the free market compete for increased
performance at lower cost to consumer. It is now time to stop meddling in NBN Co technology
choices and let the free market decide on the outcomes. Thankfully, we have competitive MNOs
and now even a ferally competitive TPG-Voda. Leave NBN Co alone to manage its business and
focus any further taxpayer support to provide mobile coverage and high-speed low latency
broadband to the two thirds of Australia's land mass without any such. We owe our support to
regional, rural, and remote Australia to allow our country to reach its huge potential.
…see more
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I say leave telecommunications to the real telcos NBN has totally failed to deliver they are
dreaming thinking that they can compete with well-established telcos that know what they are
doing. Do not waste any more taxpayers’ money.

Telstra Set to Become Surplus to Requirement If Apple Satellite iPhones Take Off

Breathtaking progress in satellite to mobile handset communications will by 2030 enable mobile
coverage and highspeed low latency broadband anywhere in Australia as the fulfillment of our
vision bal.com.au/AAA.htm for remote Australia to reach its enormous potential. Unfortunately,
the solutions will be by American multinationals as opposed to Australian.

channelnews.com.au • 6 min read
827 views of your post in the feed

Telstra Set To Become Surplus To Requirement If Apple Satellite iPhones Take Off

channelnews.com.au • 6 min read

Ben Livson2mo • Edited • 2 months ago

Kudos to NBN Co and our Communications Minister Paul Fletcher enabling nation-wide WFH
under the Covid-19 pandemic:
... In 2013 NBN was a failing project with barely more than 50,000 fixed line premises connected.
Multi Technology Mix enabled a turnaround with the NBN be rolled out four years more quickly
and for $30 billion less. 11.5 million premises are now able to connect, the volume rollout is 99%
complete and almost 70% of NBN customers are on 50Mbps or higher plans ...
We can only imagine the hardship under Covid-19 with a 'third-or half-built' all fibre network. As
the saying goes "the road to hell is paved with good intentions".

iTWire - National Broadband Network connections reach 11.5 million ‘milestone’

itwire.com • 3 min read
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Ben, I do not agree with your opinion Re NBN in 2013. Reg
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Reg I am quoting the Minister and yes, I do agree with the Minister. Ben
Like Ben Livson’s comment
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We can only imagine the hardship under Covid-19 with a 'third-or half-built' all fibre network. As
the saying goes "the road to hell is paved with good intentions".

iTWire - National Broadband Network connections reach 11.5 million ‘milestone’
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Paul Budde• 1stCEO at Paul Budde Consultancy2mo • 2 months ago

Hassle over LEOs
Here we are looking at all the developments around delay-free global satellite-based broadband
networks that provide affordable internet access, there is still a lot of work to be done. But if the
big innovative entrepreneurs with deep pockets like Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos have set their
sights on this, it could eventually work. But before that happens, there will still have to be a few
technical, financial, regulatory hurdles to be braced. No doubt that in this hurdling, every now
and then someone will make a fatal stumbling.

…see more

Hassle over LEOs - Paul Budde Consultancy

paulbudde.com • 8 min read
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Excellent article. The ultimate by 2030 are LEOs communicating directly with your mobile handset
with affordable low latency high speed broadband anywhere. The ultimate for remote Australia.
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Jared Brown have you read about AST SatMobile https://ast-science.com? Completely new
architecture and technology. No intent to 'miniaturise' current receivers to fit in a mobile device.
Nobody is talking about "delay-free" satellite broadband but rather about low latency.
…see more
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NBN's 50000km copper cable purchases 'a waste of money'
Independent telecommunications analyst Paul Budde told the website using copper for those
connections was “a waste of money and a waste of time”, ...

…see more

NBN’s ‘waste of money and time’

heraldsun.com.au • 6 min read
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The half-a-billion dollars claimed is less than 1% of the total NBN cost and was necessary for the
FTTN/FTTC build that saved more than $20b and expedited NBN deployment by 3-to-5 years
allowing NBN to serve millions more homes during the Covid-19 pandemic. Most likely parts of
NBN, especially the less than stellar performing FTTN, will be superseded by ultrafast 5G so any
investment in copper is the least of NBN's problems to set this in perspective.
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Thanks for your views on this Ben, much appreciated.
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Digital economy essential for regional Australia
Based on the importance of integrated ICT infrastructure – both for economic development, as
well as for a range of social services like telehealth, online education and smart energy – I also
advocated the development of data centres in regional towns. I argued that we should look at
the distributed nature of the old telecoms network, with about 500 interchanges around the
country.
https://lnkd.in/giUcMGW

…see more
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Unfortunately, very few of the old telecoms network interchanges are suitable for the
development of data centres without complete rebuild. Most of the old interchanges have
minimal power budget and do not meet the environmental standards of a data centre without
complete rebuild.
…see more
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Hopefully so. Dismantling the battery banks for 48V DC signalling and moving to modern power
systems will not be easy especially with the massive incredibly old Ericsson ARF exchanges with
pretensioned floors supporting tons of copper. Telstra pre-NBN had 5,300 exchange sites and
30,000 major network elements. More than 500 sites ended having third party DSLAMs that will
have to be dismantled. Telstra is using many of these sites for mobile towers and some regional
hubs as content distribution centres e.g. caching of video content to be closer to subscribers. A
complex and rapidly changing landscape.
…see more
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Paul Budde• 1stCEO at Paul Budde Consultancy4mo • 4 months ago

Another worrying development with long term consequences.
The Rest of the World Is Laughing at Trump. The president created a leadership vacuum. China
intends to fill it.
The Rest of the World Is Laughing at Trump

theatlantic.com • 1 min read
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Kudos to America for fearless criticism of their leaders. Be fearful of what happens in totalitarian
states. Talk about US leadership vacuum with China trying to take advantage is nonsense. China's
rise was well underway before the coronavirus and it is far from certain whether China or Russia
or anybody for that matter will be beneficiaries. Most likely we will all be losers.
…see more
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Correct. Telstra seems to be holding onto 5G layer whilst SINR is low? It is supposed to scan 4G
bands, see if they are stronger / better quality (i.e. higher SINR) then make a re-selection request.
I never got a reply from Telstra questioning this.
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Yes, but I am afraid misconfiguration of 5G shows up in my measurements.
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Correct. Telstra seems to be holding onto 5G layer whilst SINR is low? It is supposed to scan 4G
bands, see if they are stronger / better quality (i.e. higher SINR) then make a re-selection request.
I never got a reply from Telstra questioning this.
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Swarm Technology is the lowest cost satellite network for global connectivity has regulatory
approval to operate in the USA, UK, New Zealand, Germany, Sweden and even Antarctica and
international waters and anticipate having 30 ground stations installed “by the end of the
summer”. Both Swarm and AST MobileSat use nanosatellites.
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About time for Australia to boost rural, regional, and remote connectivity. ACMA releasing 600
MHz, funding and support for the rapidly evolving LEO satellite-to-mobile communications will
prevent us falling further behind in telecommunications. The gap between metropolitan and the
rest Australia will become horrific if only metro gets 5G and the rest of Australia left either with
old technology or no coverage at all.

FCC seeks to boost rural connectivity with $9bn 5G fund

totaltele.com
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Yes, agreed: Low Earth Orbit satellite to cell phone communications is indeed more of a
revolution with much greater impact on humanity than evolutionary technology releases such as
5G.
Watch this space for AST, Starlink, Apple and Lynk for anywhere cell coverage with high
bandwidth low latency broadband. This will be transformative for regional, rural, and remote
Australia realising the vast potential of our country.
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Via Satellite published an article on Lynk with a provocative headline. https://lnkd.in/eRYGet4
Provocative ... but true. 5G is an incremental upgrade to faster speeds for people who already
have 4G connectivity. For most uses of the phone, users will not notice, unless they are in an area
with lots of people, such as in middle of major city, or at a major sporting event.
But billions of people experience 0G on a daily basis. An upgrade to 4G (or even 2G) is infinitely
faster than nothing. Going from zero connectivity to 4G is transformational. It will change lives.
Everywhere.
What Lynk is doing really is "Bigger than 5G".
#connectivity #wireless #5G #5gamechanger #5gtechnology #satellite #space #spacex #spa
ceforce #newspace #mobile #wirelesscommunications #textmessaging #roaming #cellular
#mobilemessaging #technology #cellphones #savinglives
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Lynk Co-Founder Says Satellite-to-Cell Tech Will Be ‘Bigger than 5G’ - Via Satellite -
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Coronavirus pandemic shows government must fix Australia's NBN, telco experts say
The NBN must be transformed into a full-fibre network to meet growing demand, independent
telecommunications analyst Paul Budde told The New Daily.

Coronavirus pandemic shows why government must fix Australia's NBN

thenewdaily.com.au
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Agreed. Parliamentary Budget Office estimating NBN Co saleable value of just $8.7 billion paves
the merger with Telstra's InfraCo to create a world class listed infrastructure asset whereas
government funding NBN Co beyond June end of bulk deployment is not the solution.
…see more
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Lynk announced today that we have accomplished a world-first -- sending a text message from a
satellite in orbit to a standard unmodified mobile phone on Earth.
#satellite #satellitecommunications #smallsat #nasa #fcc #newspace #orbit #5g #mobileme
ssaging #cellular #space #mobile
Learn more (and watch the video documenting the breakthrough) at

Ben Livson5mo • 5 months ago

Awesome progress. HAPSMobile make mobile coverage happen for remote Australia!

HAPSMobile to run drone broadband trial in Queensland skies

itnews.com.au
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SpaceX’s low earth orbit (LEO) satellite project will not threaten network operators: "Starlink will
effectively serve the three or four percent hardest to reach customers for telcos, or people who
simply have no connectivity right now. Or the connectivity is bad. So, I think it will be actually
helpful and take a significant load off the traditional telcos" says Elon Musk.
AST SpaceMobile in symbiosis with carriers uses their spectrum to provide mobile coverage in
remote areas.
These initiatives will be a tremendous win-win for remote Australia to realise the huge potential
of our country and should be considered in the upcoming revision of the TUSO.
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But not in Australia where rural coverage is still a point of competitive differentiation. However I
do believe that there should be a way to switch on national roaming in event of emergencies
ensuring that customers of all networks can communicate by voice and data where mobile
coverage exists.
#vodafone #optus #telstra #nationalroaming #emergencyservices #fireandrescue #policym
aking

Mobile firms sign up to £1bn rural coverage plan
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Agreed. Already covers 000. Any extension would in almost all cases fall on Telstra to carry and
could possibly overwhelm Telstra's capacity at least until Telstra completely switches from 3G to
4G in rural Australia. In the same 2024 timeframe we will have global broadband coverage of
remote areas from massive LEO constellations such as Starlink and OneWeb as well as from
satellite directly to standard mobile handset MobileSat networks such as AST.
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Great article from The Economist on AST’s SpaceMobile!

A new firm says it can link satellites to ordinary smartphones
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When it rains it pours:
Lynk Global in race with AST SpaceMobile to provide space-based cellular broadband network.
Bloomberg reported that Apple the iPhone maker “has a secret team working on satellite
technology to beam internet services directly to devices, bypassing wireless networks.”
Watch this space!
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How do you affect the lives of billions? Wired article by Daniel Oberhaus talks about Lynk's
approach to connecting everyone, everywhere from
space: https://bit.ly/2wz9iNh #mobility #satellite #space
#nanosats #connectivity

Satellite Cell Towers Will Beam 4G to Your Phone

wired.com • 3 min read
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How do you affect the lives of billions? Wired article by Daniel Oberhaus talks about Lynk's
approach to connecting everyone, everywhere from
space: https://bit.ly/2wz9iNh #mobility #satellite #space
#nanosats #connectivity
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Satellite Cell Towers Will Beam 4G to Your Phone
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Nice article in #wired today. Is Wired going Wireless?
Everywhere? #technology #cellphones #cellular #smallsat #newspace #satellite #satelliteco
mmunications #mobile

Money for iPhone Users, Cell Service From Space, and More News

wired.com
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Abel Avellan's AST & Science "SpaceMobile" has emerged from “stealth mode”. Mr Avellan, a
veteran of the satellite industry, says he has spent years devising a way to get satellites to talk
directly to ordinary phones.
AST’s system will consist of dozens of small, pizza box-sized satellites flying in formation as they
receive cell signals forming a giant antenna controlled by a larger satellite, thus capable of
picking up a handset’s feeble signal, and also of broadcasting directly back to that handset.
The satellite acts as a relay between the handset and existing antennas on the ground that are
connected to cellular networks. In short, the satellite is not an orbiting base-station, but a radio
repeater.

Mr Avellan says this approach can work with 2g, 3g, 4g and 5g networks, providing access in
remote areas of land that currently have no coverage, and also on planes and at sea.
SpaceMobile will, he says, launch a network of “a few hundred” satellites to provide global
coverage. That compares with the 12,000 planned by SpaceX.
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Huawei insists it hasn't given up on 5G
Telecommunications expert Paul Budde estimated the much higher cost of using Nokia or
Ericsson equipment would result in a 20 per cent higher ...
https://lnkd.in/fBThTGc
Huawei insists it hasn't given up on 5G
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I question claims about much higher cost of using Nokia or Ericsson equipment. Telstra as an
Ericsson user receives the best bang for buck in the Australian market. Also, claims about Huawei
technologic 'superiority' are absolute nonsense.
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Paul Budde in agreement, especially about the US failing to support its own (e.g. Motorola and
Nortel).
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Paul Budde in agreement, especially about the US failing to support its own (e.g. Motorola and
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Happy to make public today our Space program SpaceMobile with the mission of connecting
everyone, everywhere using just their cell phone no satellite antennas will be required for
broadband 4G and 5G connectivity to space just standard already available phones. The
US$128M capital infusion lead by Rakuten and Vodafone in addition to the investments of
American Tower, Samsung and the early investments of Cisneros and my own put AST’s
SpaceMobile in a great track to this mission, as we continue to work very hard in the building and

launch of our next patented technology satellites with the potential of connecting Billions to the
internet faster than by any other means.
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AST & Science founder and CEO Abel Avellan spoke with Forbes Alex Knapp about his
company’s space-based network that will be the first to connect directly to smartphones without
any need for specialized satellite hardware

This Satellite Start-up Raised $110 Million To Make Your Cell Phone Work Everywhere

forbes.com

Status is online
Ben Livson6mo • Edited • 6 months ago

SpaceMobile will link directly to users’ smartphones and expand the reach of operator’s existing
4G networks, with 5G support expected in the future.
Fierce competition in LEO-satellites will revolutionise Australian regional, rural, and remote
telecommunications. Watch this space.

Vodafone backs lift off of space-based network venture

totaltele.com
335 views of your post in the feed

Ben Livson likes this

About time for 4G to fully replace 3G in regional and rural Australia. Supports Telstra’s plan to
turn off 3G by 2024.

iTWire - Telstra and Ericsson extend 4G range to 200km

itwire.com
294 views of your post in the feed
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Loon9,149 followers6mo • Edited • 6 months ago

We are pleased to announce the launch of the HAPS Alliance, a new industry group that brings
together some of the biggest names in technology, telecommunications, and aerospace to
advocate for stratospheric technologies that will enable connectivity everywhere. Co-founded
with our partner HAPSMobile, members of the Alliance include: AeroVironment, Airbus, Bharti
Airtel, China Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Ericsson, Intelsat, Nokia, SoftBank, and
Telefónica. The stratosphere represents an enormous opportunity to bring the benefits of
connectivity to more people around the world. But we will only be successful in harnessing the
potential of the stratosphere if we come together to advocate for and collaborate on the
technologies that will make this possible. This HAPS Alliance is an important step forward in
building an established industry that will help us realize the promise of the stratosphere to
connect people everywhere.
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Hopefully, this All-Star Alliance will bring affordable communications to remote areas.
Like Ben Livson’s comment
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Loon9,149 followers6mo • Edited • 6 months ago

We are pleased to announce the launch of the HAPS Alliance, a new industry group that brings
together some of the biggest names in technology, telecommunications, and aerospace to
advocate for stratospheric technologies that will enable connectivity everywhere. Co-founded
with our partner HAPSMobile, members of the Alliance include: AeroVironment, Airbus, Bharti
Airtel, China Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Ericsson, Intelsat, Nokia, SoftBank, and
Telefónica. The stratosphere represents an enormous opportunity to bring the benefits of
connectivity to more people around the world. But we will only be successful in harnessing the
potential of the stratosphere if we come together to advocate for and collaborate on the
technologies that will make this possible. This HAPS Alliance is an important step forward in
building an established industry that will help us realize the promise of the stratosphere to
connect people everywhere.
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Status is reachable
Alastair Westgarth• 1stCEO at Loon7mo • 7 months ago

We love the stratosphere and working with key partners like Haps Mobile to expand the
ecosystem is a major part of Loon’s mission.

Loon9,149 followers7mo • Edited • 7 months ago

After months of work, Loon has successfully adapted its stratospheric communications payload
for use on the solar-powered unmanned aircraft being built by Softbank's HAPSMobile. Loon
used its years of experience building and operating floating cell-towers to adapt the system for
use on a non-balloon flight vehicle.
This collaboration follows an announcement last year of a strategic partnership between the two
companies to pursue communications solutions from the stratosphere. At that time, HAPSMobile
invested $125 million in Loon and the two companies pledged to explore commercial
collaborations together. This work to design the payload for HAPSMobile is the first of these
collaborations, and we look forward to future work together in the coming months.

…see more

Loon & HAPSMobile Announce New Stratospheric Communications Payload

medium.com
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Status is online
Ben Livson10mo • 10 months ago

I have added a 'Retrospective and Vision' to the original Aerostats All Australia (AAA) Mobile
Coverage white paper published in January 2016 - see: https://bal.com.au/AAA.htm for the full
list of papers.
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Status is online
Ben Livson8mo • Edited • 8 months ago

Starlink satellite network will be a unique opportunity for regional, rural and remote Australia
telecommunications not to be missed.
How Elon Musk's 'UFO on a stick' devices may turn SpaceX internet subscribers into the
Starlink satellite network's secret weapon

businessinsider.com
542 views of your post in the feed

Status is reachable
Charles Miller• 1stPresident and CEO at Lynk Global, Inc.5mo • 5 months ago

Lynk announced today that we have accomplished a world-first -- sending a text message from a
satellite in orbit to a standard unmodified mobile phone on Earth.
#satellite #satellitecommunications #smallsat #nasa #fcc #newspace #orbit #5g #mobileme
ssaging #cellular #space #mobile

Ben Livson:
Kudos to AT&T FirstNet public safety communications platform on 700 MHz LTE Band 14
reaching over 1 Million Connections and glad to see Aerostats included in the hybrid assets. It is
time for Australia to move forward. Rural, regional, and remote Australia have been neglected for
too long.
FirstNet Reaches Over 1 Million Connections, Launches Blimp

about.att.com
Altaeros would like to congratulate AT&T on the launch of the First Responder Network
Authority FirstNet One aerostat. The Altaeros team and its partners have spent years advancing
and promoting telecom aerostat technology and it is great to see AT&T’s launch. Welcome to the
club. https://lnkd.in/egepAsS

Ben Livson:
Kudos to the Telstra chair for the spot ON synopsis of NBN.
Telstra says Australia would have gotten 100Mbps without NBN

itnews.com.au
Ben Livson
British Telecom EE mobile operator deploying Helikite aerostats to bring mobile phone and wireless
broadband coverage to rural communities in the UK. The www.bal.com.au/AAA.pdf initiative proposes
a larger version of the Helikites for remote Australia mobile phone and wireless broadband coverage,

